Narrate's end panel system can be outfitted with customized graphics, mixed materials, layered panels, seamed panels and more.

Below is an overview of the available end panel options and how to order them:

**Narrate Standard End Panels** – We have curated a collection of unique panels to be included in our standard offering. The following can all be ordered as standard product:

- a. 3D Laminate
- b. Laminate
- c. Wood
- d. Plywood/Crossroads
- e. Plywood/Diagonal
- f. Plywood/Intersect
- g. Plywood/Stitch
- i. Resin Insert with Frame

**Modifications to a Standard End Panel** – If you would like to modify one of our standard end panels in a unique size, color, or material please contact By Design with your specific request.


**Design on Your Own**

With Narrate you also have the ability to create your own panel. Below are a few options depending on exactly what type of panel you plan to create:

**1. Order a blank Laminate or Wood Panel** – if your custom design involves applying your unique material to the front of the panel only, it is recommended to order a blank panel in either wood veneer or laminate prior to ordering the rest of your Narrate product. The panel will ship pre-routed to attach to the Narrate station with adjustable levelers included, from there the customization can take place.

**Please Note:** If you are applying anything to the edges of the frame this will affect the fit of the panel to the Narrate station. The panel will need to be trimmed down to fit properly. If you know the final dimensions of the frame or material being applied around the edges it is suggested to order a blank panel in the modified size through By Design.

**Example:** Artwork has a .5” frame on all four sides, therefore the standard panel would need to be adjusted in height and width by 1”.

**2. Go Totally Custom** – If you have a local artist or maker who will be making the entire panel whether it is solid MDF, hardwood, etc. it is recommended to order the frame attachment brackets that are needed to attach to the rest of the Narrate station.

**Please Note:**
- Locally produced custom end panels will need to be leveled and installed to the Narrate frames.
- Locally produced custom end panels are not covered under Kimball warranty.
- Please contact By Design for detailed routing instructions to attach to Narrate panel system.

Questions? Contact By Design at 1-800-482-1616 Ext. 6001 or email kobydesign@kimball.com